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An exceptional labor and delivery solution used in the delivery of over 40 million babies. Plus an interconnected view of your preferred enterprise EMR or other system.

Centricity Perinatal – Connect enables you to see critical perinatal information in context with other clinical data—continuously and on the same screen—to help you make faster, more informed decisions, and enhance your workflow and patient care.

1. Estimated US birth rate is based on data from Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) [http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/births.htm](http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/births.htm) and applicable customer data.

*Centricity Perinatal Connect is a module within the Centricity Perinatal product. All references to Centricity Perinatal Connect in this document refer to the Centricity Perinatal Connect module.*
Like two systems in one.

Centricity Perinatal – Connect shows you critical perinatal information and enterprise EMR clinical data all at the same time. You can maintain surveillance of the fetal heart rate while you use your EMR for other tasks such as order entry or documentation. There’s no need to toggle back and forth—it’s as if you’re using one single system.

Q: Why did your hospital choose Centricity Perinatal – Connect?
A: 

Q: What type of results are you hoping to see with the Connect module?
A: 
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Exceptional capabilities for better care.

Centricity Perinatal – Connect's ability to show you fetal heart rate tracings while you're in your EMR program helps increase your comfort level and peace of mind. And its Historical Shade feature initially displays up to 72 hours of patient data, and can display a condensed view of the entire pregnancy so you can review earlier data.
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Q: What is it about Centricity Perinatal – Connect that you feel sets it apart?

A:
See it all at once.

Have several applications, including your hospital EMR, open at once while keeping an eye on multiple fetal heart rate waveforms—without having to toggle between windows or screens. Centricity Perinatal – Connect lets you see multiple systems simultaneously for enhanced usability and workflow efficiency.

Q: How do nurses, doctors and IT directors react to Centricity Perinatal – Connect?

A:
Fewer clicks. Smoother workflow.

Having fetal heart rates, your EMR, and other applications all visible on one screen at one time reduces the mouse clicks needed to jump from application to application—for smoother, continuous, more efficient workflow.

Q: How will Centricity Perinatal – Connect change a clinician’s workflow?

A:
Interconnected devices and documentation.

Since devices are tightly connected into Centricity Perinatal – Connect through interfaces, vital sign information from monitors flows right into the system. A documentation tool is always readily available, so notes can be made right away. Perinatal information flows freely from Centricity Perinatal – Connect into and out of your enterprise EMR—there’s no need to document in both places.

Q: How does Centricity Perinatal – Connect complement your Epic Stork documentation and interface with your EMR overall?

A:
Easy to learn. Intuitive to use.

With Centricity Perinatal – Connect, you can be using the system with as little as an hour of training. Daily use helps you to further enhance your knowledge of the program and make it your own.

Oconomowoc Memorial Hospital Staff Survey
Survey Question: “Is Centricity Perinatal – Connect easy to use?”

Results:
75% agreed
25% neutral
0% disagreed

Q: Have you experienced any learning stumbling blocks with Centricity Perinatal – Connect?

A: No
Better clinical insight.

With the fetal monitoring strip always in sight, and the ability to easily view previous, historical strips for side-by-side comparison, Centricity Perinatal–Connect helps you gain better clinical insight for enhanced patient care.

Q: Does Centricity Perinatal – Connect enhance clinical insight?
A: Yes
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